Transcallosal, interfornicial approaches for lesions affecting the third ventricle: surgical considerations and consequences.
A group of 11 patients with a variety of lesions affecting the 3rd ventricle have been treated using a direct transcallosal interfornicial approach to the region. In 3 patients, no attendant hydrocephalus was present. In an effort to minimize potential cortical injury related to the approach, we studied the venous anatomy in the region of the coronal suture. Based on this study, appropriate flap placement and interhemispheric entry points were defined. Although no lasting, clinically apparent morbidity was observed in any of the 11 cases, we performed more sophisticated studies of the interhemispheric transfer of somesthetic and perceptual motor tasks, as well as psychometric testing related to parameters of intelligence and memory, 3 to 8 months postoperatively in 6 cases. The results and clinical material indicate that this surgical technique is a safe, feasible alternative in the management of a wide spectrum of pathological lesions within this region. A transcallosal, interfornicial approach offers excellent visualization of the entire 3rd ventricle without the dependence on hydrocephalus or an extensive extra-axial mass to enhance the exposure. With proper planning and technique, it may be accomplished with a minimum of physiological consequence.